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found herself in a sinking swamp of al-
legations and counter-claims.

When she heard of the Plantec case, 
she tried to defend the unfortunate 
student, only to discover that Martin 
had drawn half the faculty into a gluey 
web of political correctness. One dean 
of  studies even suggested that 

M a r t i n  h a d 
h i s  t r u t h , 

while Mary 
Lefkowitz 
had hers. 
Cross Tony 
M a r t i n , 
s h e  d i s -
covered, 

a n d  y o u 
were a rac-
ist .  Much 

worse, 

from her point 
of view, was Mar-
tin’s repellent 
obsession with 
Jews. 

L e f k o w i t z ’ s 
spirited defence 
o f  a c a d e m i c 
truth led to a five-
year-long lawsuit 
against her by 
Martin, which was finally dismissed 
in 1999. The Anti-Defamation League 
funded Lefkowitz’s defence, leading 
her, as she confesses in the book, al-
most to tears when the ADL told her: 
“You are not alone.”

In History Lesson, she painstakingly 
unravels what happens when an ag-
gressive political agenda takes prece-
dence over objective scholarship. Tony 
Martin’s reputation remained intact in 
certain circles, with thousands of black 

TITLES IN vIEW

Faye 
Kellerman, 
of the 
prodigious 
thriller-writing 
family, brings 
back her 
popular cop 
Lieutenant 
Decker in 
her latest 

fiery thriller, The Burnt House 
(harpercollins, £6.99) about a 
mysterious plane crash in LA.

Burning issue

CHApTER & vERSE

S
uMMOneD bACk to Cape 
Town from bohemian new 
York, betsy klein finds herself 
tending to a once irrepress-

ible father now lying in a coma. For 
days, she lingers around the sterile 
corridors of Groote Schuur Hospital 
with her mother, brother and sundry 
nurses and doctors, all hoping against 
hope for Harold klein to awake.

but the past is where the book is re-
ally located as betsy, pregnant with 
her first child, recalls incidents from 
her loving yet anguished relationship 
with her father. Audaciously, she imag-
ines the world through his eyes, grow-
ing up the son of a poor Jewish shop-
keeper in the rural platteland, feeling 
alienated from local Afrikaners and 
mixed-race Coloureds, yet conflicted 
about his own father Joseph’s Lithua-
nian roots. 

Some passages are memorable — on 
the train journey where the young Ha-
rold embarks on his idealistic escape 

from rural claustrophobia to become 
a doctor, he witnesses “the Langeberge
[mountains] washed by the cool moon, 
giant soldiers bent over in sleep. The 
raggedy velvety sky has a million holes 
in it. You pray… for the train to roll to-
wards Cape Town, like a stone rolling 
down a cliff into the sea.”

The metropolis itself is vividly de-
scribed and there is something almost 
bacchanalian about Harold’s lusty tryst 
with the lascivious koeka as the beat 
of ghomma drums from Cape Town’s 
new Year “Coon Carnival” invades the 
airspace of a sleazy hotel.

The deepest stream amid Lands-
man’s streams of consciousness is the 
River Touw. Here was where Harold 
had his first, guilty, sexual encounter; 
and where he later taught his daugh-
ter how to row. Harold is returned to 
the Touw in a final dream as in reality 
he lies insensible with hi-tech instru-
ments manically whirring away.

Landsman draws on Afrikaans paro-
chialisms to achieve an effect which, 
when it works, is scintillating. She 
evokes a past that is at once soft and 
sepia-tinted and charged with visceral 
passions. Through Harold’s eyes, betsy 
recalls Jewish fears as Afrikaner youths 
in nazi-like brown-shirts flock to the 

foundation ceremony at the Voor-
trekker Memorial in 1938. 

Later, Harold yearns to join the ad-
venture of war but never makes it. In-
stead, he does battle on the Saturday-
night casualty ward, swarming with 
injuries caused by fighting revellers.

Angry at “practising on the poor peo-
ple of Africa”, he/betsy chides himself: 
“You might as well have pulled your 
wagon into the laager at the battle of 
blood River and shot your own Zulu.”

elsewhere, Harold upbraids white 
patients for mistreating black workers 
and laments apartheid’s destruction 
of Coloured District Six. Yet the great 
political events of 1948-1990 seem dis-
tant as parenting and work ambitions 
consume Harold’s adult years.

The Rowing Lesson is leavened with 
period humour: two medical students 
toboggan down Cape Town’s Jameson 
Steps, one (a Jew) masked as Hitler, the 
other as Haile Selassie; a girlfriend’s 
family excruciatingly vets Harold, the 
laissez-faire Jew, over a Shabbat meal. 

At times, however, the deluge of 
puns and medical mantras feels heavy 
and the conflation of time, place and 
person can be confusing. 

betsy paints sub-Saharan beasts in 
her new York loft but other than that 
we learn little about her. And the once 
alluring, chain-smoking svelte and 
freckled Stella is reduced to “my moth-
er, thickening at the waist, middle age 
congealing like a slow-cooking stew”.

but, as in her first novel, The Devil’s 
Chimney, Landsman excels at blending 
the personal and historical. Hers is a 
distinctive voice which evokes South 
African mores with surgical precision.

Lawrence Joffe is a freelance reviewer

Visceral memories of Apartheid and ambition
The rowing lesson
By Anne Landsman
Granta, £12
reviewed By lawrence Joffe

Anne Landsman: distinctive voice

 Jews Love to argue (hands up 
those who said “No they don’t”), 
and the argument is often enter-
taining to behold. so when two 
lively Jewish minds lock horns 
over one of the great debates of the 
day, it is worth paying attention. 
spice is added when the clash ech-
oes across the Atlantic, as it does in 
the conflicting opinions on global 
warming of ex-Chancellor Nigel 
Lawson and American economist 
and 2007 Reith lecturer Jeffrey 
sachs. Lord Lawson argues that the 
current siren calls on the subject 
are misguided, that we are in the 
grip of hype rather than science, 
and that the vast “remedies” pose 
more dangers than the climate.  
These points are forcefully put in 
book form in An Appeal to Reason: 
A Cool Look at Global Warming
(Duckworth £9.99). sachs, on the 
other hand, who himself often at-
tracts the epithet “cool” (he is very 
pally with Bono), says we are not 
alarmed enough by the threat and, 
in Common Wealth: Economics for 
a Crowded Planet (Allen Lane £22), 
advocates a new world political 
system. It’s getting hotter in here.

hoT airing

A new book reveals what happened when a female Jewish student asked a male black professor an innocent question  

 H
OWeVeRMALeVO-
LenT or misguid-
ed those british 
proponents of an 
academic boycott 
of Israel might 
have been in re-
cent years, they 
rarely  reached 

the nadir of American academic 
politics. This is evident from Mary 
Lefkowitz’s History Lesson: A Race Od-
yssey. Deeply shocking, it also sounds 
a warning bell: we should not dismiss 
the possibility of it happening here.

On an autumn night in 1991, a Jewish 
student, Michelle Plantec, was walking 
through the dormitories of the prestig-
ious, all-women Wellesley College, just 
outside boston, when she came across 
a middle-aged man on one of the stair-
cases. As all students in Wellesley’s resi-
dential accommodation are obliged to 
do when they see an unescorted male 
visitor (and Plantec was an officer of 
the dormitory), she asked him: “excuse 
me, sir, who are you with?” 

This innocent question triggered an 
astonishing episode of hatred, lies and 
confrontation, which led to Michelle 
Plantec having a nervous breakdown 
and leaving Wellesley College, losing a 
year out of her medical studies. 

The man was Tony Martin, a black 
professor in Wellesley’s Africana Stud-
ies department. Martin, who retired 
from Wellesley as an emeritus profes-
sor in June 2007, interpreted Plantec’s 
routine inquiry as an act of racism. 

Mary Lefkowitz, at the time of this in-
cident, was one of the best-known clas-
sics professors in the country, with 
more than 30 years of experience. It 
came to her attention that Martin was 
then teaching his students that Greek 
culture had been stolen from Africa, 
and that Jews were responsible for the 
slave trade. Lefkowitz naively tried to 
challenge these bizarre notions, and 

wellesley College Campus (above), and Tony Martin 
seen on YouTube (right). Below: author Mary Lefkowitz

hisTory lesson: 
a race odyssey
By mary Lefkowitz
Yale University Press, £18
reviewed By Jenni frazer

IN The 2008 Richard & Judy 
Nibbies, Francesca simon’s Horrid 
Henry and the Abominable Snowman 
was named Children’s Book of the 
Year. Congratulations to her, and to 
Charlotte Mendelsohn and Nancy 
huston for making the orange Prize 
shortlist with When We were Bad
and Fault Lines respectively; to Lisa 
Appignanesi and orlando Figes, for 
their inclusion on the samuel John-
son non-fiction prize longlist for 
Mad, Bad and Sad and The Whisper-
ers; to Dannie Abse, whose The Pres-
ence, about his relationship with 
his late wife, is on the PeN Memoir 
of the Year shortlist; and to Becky 
Jacobs for her sony Radio Academy 
Award nomination as producer of 
the breakthrough internet/podcast 
books programme Book Slam, fea-
turing the likes of salman Rushdie, 
Julian Barnes and will self. The fact 
that Becky is the daughter of this 
page’s editor makes these congratu-
lations all the more heartfelt.

Prize PeoPle

Simon Sebag 
Montefiore
won the 2007 
costa Award 
for biography 
for his 
extremely lively 
account of 
the early years 
of a monster, 
Young Stalin. 

Daniel Snowman compared it to an 
“erupting volcano” in his JC review. 
It is now in paperback (Weidenfeld, 
£9.99).

liTTle Joe’s sTory

Campus politics get ugly

caucus students believing in his “Afro-
centric” theories, which postulate that 
all Western culture and philosophy 
is ultimately derived from Africa, and 
that the West thus owes reparations.

The book has all the hallmarks of 
a thriller, and is grippingly told. The 
terrible cost, however, as Professor 
Lefkowitz’s fellow academic Deborah 
Lipstadt could attest, is incalculable. 

Jenni Frazer is the JC’s news editor


